WE WEATHER GETS
FIDELITY MARK
TREE RINGS

NO DECILE IN RAINFALL
APRIL TO JUNE

CHICAGO—The word is dendrochronology, the science of tree rings. It means the study of the tree rings to learn about climate. The dates: 1940 to 1946.

Three conclusions are made by Dr. Florence Hawley of the University of Chicago in her multiple-pith year-ring method of dating.
Charged With Poisoning Material

B A B Y ' S M A S K — During unexpected gas leak in London, nurse has quickly donned her own mask and one for baby. Infant's mask has bellows-like arrangement at bottom to pump filtered air into mask.
Section 1. There are hereby recommended to the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii:

(a) and improvements to the grounds.

(b) Total $93,534.24

Section 2. This Act shall take effect upon its approval.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii:

SECTION 1. There are hereby recommended to the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii:

(a) and improvements to the grounds.

(b) Total $93,534.24

Section 2. This Act shall take effect upon its approval.

Bills BOSS — José Silva steps out, in Moscow, with another party lead, Michael Kalinin, chairman of Soviet Union.

WAKJ&D. VOU'D

A depression of or in addition to the preceding or the former depression depends upon priority of death and there is no sufficient evidence that the persons have died otherwise than simultaneously.

THE ROYAL

AC T 40 (H. B. 177)

MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE CURRENT BUDGET OF THE GENERAL REVENUE AND INTERESTS OF THE TERRITORY IN AUGMENTATION OF OR IN ADDITION TO APPROPRIATIONS MADE BY ACT 344 OF THE LSENSES OF 1939.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE TERRITORY OF HAWAI:

SECTION 1. There are hereby recommended to the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii:

(a) and improvements to the grounds.

(b) Total $93,534.24

Section 2. This Act shall take effect upon its approval.

U-H EXTENSION NEWS

TRIP TO KAWAHAE

On Friday, May 18, 1941, the guests and bride-s-by-title of the "Miss Hawaii" went on a day trip to Kawahae with their hostesses, Miss Helen Sharp, Miss Elbridge, and Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Conner, Sr., who took the "Miss Hawaii" on a tour of ranches. Miss Helen Sharp, Miss Elbridge, and Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Conner, Sr., who took the "Miss Hawaii" on a tour of ranches.

HALO THEATER

TIGER OF HAWAII:

TIGER OF HAWAII:

BANJO, M. — The first show of the Civil War was dedicated to the memory of a woman who continued to be a woman, a teacher, Robert Sherman and others.

PALACE THEATRE

What goes on behind the scenes of the movie industry is not necessarily as simple as the screen makes it seem when the camera is in the spotlight. The picture that is shown in the movies is only a tiny fraction of the work that goes into its making.

AUGUST 11, 1941
The Von Hamm-Young Co., Ltd.
布哇毎日

英の金権へ血の抗戦

11年4月20日以前、ムソリニ首相の獅子吼

英の参戦に応援感する

米の遅延に致命的な抗戦のみ

英軍チルス占領

セルビア併合

英近東軍部隊の勢力分散と狙い

英艦隊の献策な

英外輸出激増

対外輸出増加

重慶へ又急襲

職人及弟子募集

特別委員で審議

対外輸出激増
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